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ABSfRACT

Viola's zone-law, that has been quoted without comments in textbooks, is not a general

law. It is only correct if the crystallographic axes and the unit face have been chosen accord-

ing to the oithodox crystallographic rules with respect to the symmetry elementsl then

however it holds true in more cases than had been foreseen by Viola' '

In his textbook of Mineralogy (1) Niggli states the following thesis:

"The face obtained by simple addition of the indices of two equivalent

faces-for instance, 7r: (hr* hz) ; fu: (fu! k2)' h: (h+lr)-makes equal

angles with these faces. ft truncates the edge symmetrically."* In his edi-

tion of Klockmann's textbook of Nlineralogy, P. Ramdohr makes a slight

addition to the thesis and states: "Since a symmetrical truncation occurs

we will first reproduce Viola's reasoning.

Let two equivalentfaces i andftbe given. The symbolsof thesefacesateh:(hthhz)

^n6 p:(kthziz). From these the following faces are derived: ry:(h:!fu' hzlhz'

halks) and, e:(h1-kr, hz-kz, ht-kz)' The statement is, that these faces m and tt'

n  '  '  '  (q-r ; ,  1c2- i2,  xca-tu)  ot  (0,2t2,0)  or  (010);

i'.e., t}Le face n coincides with the symmetry plane and the face ru is normal to this

plane and beJongs to the zone [&, ft1. Since (010) bisects the angle betwe en h and k the

face zc bisects the complementary angle.

Znil Case. The faces h and' k ate symmetrical about an axis of symmetry'

We let tle direction [001] coincide with the axis of symmetry and we take the

,,new', 
[100] anqjOtOl perpendicular to that axis. Let the "new" indices of t]re face

* 
Quotations tranSlated in English.
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(c) /z be rp2q,then those of theface k are yryzrt. consequently the symbors of the de-
(d)rived faces m and n are: m . . . (h+y;, rzIyz, 2xa) and. n . . . (-*r_yr, xz_!2, O).

since the third index or n is zero, the face z belongs to the zone [00t1. lntirrg o.,.
next step, we choose this face z as (100). This means that now x2:y2 and.th"."fore
the "new" symbols of our four faces are

h . . . ( r l * z r t ) , h.  .  .  (y *z te ) ,

h. . '  (nrzr i ,  k  .  .  .  ( rararz) ,  rn .  .  .  (0,  2x2,  2*s)  and.  n.  .  .  (2r1,  0,0) .
The face z lies in the zone [100] and the face n is the face (00r) its"if; th,r. they are
perpendicular and consequently m and nbisect the angles included by tJre faces & and
i' rt is seen that the faces z and & are harmonically separated by ihe derived faces
m and. n.

Such was the proof given by Viola; our comments follow.
CouupNrs oN THE pnool or Vrole

. 
T_h. statement represented by (a) is not generally true, as can be seen

in the following examples (Figs. 1 and 21. Figure 1 is a part of the

Frc. 2

gnomonic projection of a certain crystal; a plane normal to the vertical
crystallographic axis has been selected as the plane of projection and the
center of projection is situated upon the vertical rine through the center
of the circle at a distance equal to the radius of this,,gnomon-circle.',
The pole (001) is to the left of the circle's center and the poles (0ft1) are
seen aligned as usual on the line that points to the pole 1oi0). rhe pores
(011), (001), (011), (021), (031), etc., divide this l ine in the usual man-

Frc. I
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ner in equal parts and the distance of the pole (053) to (001) is 5/3 times

the length of those equal parts. With our special crystal this line happens

to pass through the foot of the gnomon (: center of the circle) and more-

over the distances of the poles (011) and (053) to the center of the circle

are by chance alike. Hence the faces h:(053) and k:(011) are sym-

metrical about the plane that is normal to the plane of projection along

the line SS. These faces being therefore equivalent in the sense of viola's

thesis, the statement of which is that the faces rn:(044) or (011) and

n: (062) or (031) would bisect the angles included by the iaces h and ft'

A glance at the projection suffices to show that this is not true'

It is easily seen that the peculiarity of this gnomogram is, that not-

withstanding the fact that the crystal has a plane of symmetry, the plane

(001) is not normal to the symmetry plane. That means that, in contra-

vention of the orthodox rules, the crystallographic 6-axis is not normal

to the symmetry plane, but that some other edge of the crystal has been

chosen for the D-axis.
Figure 2 is a part of the gnomonic projection of another crystal. The

poles (011), (103), (112), (121) have been inserted by applying the usual

iules to the primitive parallelograms, which here happen to be rectangles

in which the long side is rA ti-es the other side. In consequence of this

peculiarity the poles (0T1), (112), (112) are the corners of an equilateral

triangle, that has its central point in the center of the circle. Hence the

laces h:(112) and fr:(011) are symmetrical about a threefold axis of

symmetry (in the circle's center normal to the plane of projection). Hav-

ing constructed the angle point W to the zonefh, fr], one sees immediately

that the faces m:(103) and n:(l2l) do not bisect the angles included

by the faces h and ft. In this case too the crystallographic axes have been

chosen in an unorthodox manner, resulting in the peculiarity that, in

spite of the axis of threefold symmetry, the three faces of the form have

different figures in their sYmbols.

The conclusion of Viola indicated by (b) is not generally correct as is

easily seen from Fig. 1. In this gnomogram h and k are symmetrical

about the plane of symmetry SS; (010) coincides with the plane of sym-

metry and(100) is normal to it so that Viola's conditions are all satisfied.

Yet the indices of h are 053 and those of ft not 053 but 011'

The conclusion (c) does not hold as is seen in Fig. 2: [001] coincides

with the axis of symmetry; [100] and [010] are perpendicular to [001];

the faces h and k are related about the symmetry axis and yet the indices

oI h are 112 and those of ft are 011 instead of t l2'

The statement (d) by viola makes an implicit assumption about the

trans{ormation. In the following paragraph it will be demonstrated that

his assumption is incorrect.
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The passage indicated by (e) is rather obscure.
Viola takes for granted that on transforming indices, the face having

for its "new" indices the sum (or difference) of the "new" indices of two
Iaces h and ft, is the same as the face having for its "old" indices the sum
(or difference) of the "old" indices of the f.acesh and &. This however is
not necessarily true.

Let (pqr) be the original symbol of a face and (p'q'r') its new symbol,
then the relations between the two take the following form p'tq'ir l
:flJzift where /r, fz, ls are linear functions of p, q and r. This does not
mean that P':ft, q':fz, r':;fr because the orthodox crystallographic
rules demand the indices of a face be reduced to coprime integers.

Taking now the faces 11: (ftqrrt) and rz:(pzqzrz), we want to check
whether the face r3: (pr+ p2, qtl Qz, rr+rz) is the same as the face ra, the
symbol of which is found by adding the new indices ft', Qt', rt' and

fr', Qr', 12' of 11 and, r.2. The relations are prt:arfu Qr':q'tf2, 11':arft)

Frc. 3

pz':az$t, qz':az$2, rzt:azfls. The face ?rs whose "old" unsimplif ied in-
dices are ?r* Fz, qt]- Qz,r1f 12 receives f or new indices as(ftl Qr), asUrl 6),
as(ft*6s). On the other hand the indices of the face r4arc a4(arft+a20),
a4(arf2+a262), aa(arftla243). Hence 13 and f4 are only the same face if
(f' * d') : (f ,* Q) : (/g * 0a) : (otl r* azfir) z (arfz* azh) : (arf t* azb) . rn gen-
eral these relations will not necessarily hold and therefore Viola's im-
plicit assumption was not warranted. There are however special cases (if

for instance ar: az) in which the above relation will be satisfied and hence
1r3 :T4.
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An example of a general case can be studied by comparing Fig. 3 with
Fig. 1. In these gnomograms the'positions of the faces are identical but
the primitive parallelograms are difierent because of a difierence in the
choice of the crystallographic axes. Calling the crystallographic descrip-
tion of Fig. 3 the "oldt' and that oI Fig. 1 the "new" setting, one finds
that the "old" symbols of the "new" axes are [100], [021] and [001J. The
unit face being the same in both cases, the relation between the new and
the old indices of a face is

2 o l r
p '  :  q '  : r '  :  p : - - : r .

Taking now (Fig.3) the faces (021) :zrr and (021):T2, one finds rr3
:  (002) :  (001) .  Fur ther

p r '  :  o ,  q r '  :  3 2 X ? + l  t  r 1 t  : 3 X  1  ( t h u s  a r :  3 )

2X2+r
pz' : 0, qr' : / z ' : l  ( t h u s a r : 1 ; .

Therefore

r 4 :  ( 0  +  0 , 5  +  1 , 3  +  1 )  :  ( 0 1 1 )  ( F i g .  1 )  o r  ( 0 1 1 )  ( F i g . 3 ) .

Hence 13 and rn, in this case, are difierent faces.
The weak point in Viola's argument lies in the fact that he tries to

give a general demonstration for a thesis that has only a restr'ict'ed. valid-
ity. Viola speaks about indices without mentioning the crystallographic
axes and the unit face that gives those indices their very meaning. Obvi-
ously he thinks he can prove his thesis if the axes and the unit face are,
respectively, three arbitrary non coplanar crystal edges and an arbitrary
suitable crystal face. We saw however that under these circumstances the
thesis has no general validity. If, on the contrary, the axes and the unit
face have been chosen under guidance of the crystal symmetry according
to the orthodox crystallographic rules, it is a difierent matter. Then the
thesis is true and this might be the cause of the unusual fact that for
forty years no objections have been raised against Viola's argument.

On the assumption that the axes and the unit face have been chosen
according to the usual crystallographic rules, we will now proceed to
consider the various crystal systems.

Cubic System. Take two faces (hrkJ) and (hzkzlz) of a hexoctahedron

lhkll; fuorlr' the center drop perpendiculars rh ?.\d nz ar'd observe that
these have the same Iength d.* ResolvinS h and. nz in the directions of

a a
* s _  . "  _

Jht,+kt,+lt {'hr,+hr,+U
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the crystallographic axes we find the following components:
h '  . . h z  , ^  h  h z  h  l ,d2 X -; a, X i; dz X 2; a, X !; a, X L; d, X 3 .

Therefore ttr" .olporr"rrrroor ,rr" ,rl,rttu.rt ol. n, ̂ no l, ur", 

o

h , + h ,
d2 x --- '.

a

. ^ . , h l h z  t r 1 - t z
d z x - ;  d 2 x

A , A

Hence the resultant is perpendicular to the face (ht*hz, ktlkz, httz).
But the resultant of two equal vectors bisects the angle included by
those vectors and therefore the face (hr*hr, hlkr, httz)lsnormal to the
bisectrix of the angle between the faces (irkrtr) and (hrh;tr), or in other
words: the face (htlhr, h.lhz, lr*lz) bisects one of the angles inlcuded
by (htkrlr) and (hzkztz).

From this proof it will be clear that in the cubic system the thesis is
c.orrecl in all cases of futo faces haoing the same d.istance d to the cen[er,
i.e'not onlyfor two facesof the same crystalform but also for two faces

as 13221 and {410},  or  {510}  and
. Int. Tables Det. Cryst. Str., Vol. If,
hftl) any of the 48f 48 faces {322}
rf those 96 faces, one finds the faces
\-hz, h-Iz) to bisect the angles in-

The Tetragonal, Hexagonal, Orthorhombic and. Monoclini,c Systems. In
re of which is normal to the crystal.
s hold true:
roint of the line joining the poles
2l), while the infinitely far point of

- (b) rhe angre-point w or a,"""ll#Tt [!';n!"r!:;!:u,?)u,u,0,"*,,
from the center C of the gnomon-circle on that zone line. In case this
perpendicular passes through the middle point of the line joining (h&J)
and (h2k2l), the faces (ht*hz, kr*kz, Zt) aid(h_hz, kr_hr,0) biiect the
angles included by the faces (h1kl) and (hzkzt).

. 
(c)..Given apole ps the pole pz satisfying the condition that the,,de_

rived" faces, whose symbols ur. d"ducei frJm those of. pt and fzby addi-
tiorr and subtraction, biseit the angles included bV p, 

"a 
pr, i. tourra u,

follows:
(1) draw with the point C as center a circle passing through the pole

h )
(2) any pole in the circumference of this circle having its third index' equal to the third index of p1 meets the qualifications of pz.
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By way of example, Fig' 4 is a gnomonic projection of a-ditetragonal

nipyr"-ia I ltHl, wlth. the"constructions of the angle-points l7r and w z of

tlre-ro.re lines [(Dfrl), (Eht)l and l(hEI) , (kil't)| It will be clear at once that

the lines which join the foles (hkl) and, (EnD to the center C form with

the zone line an isosceles triangle and that therefore I prWrmr: I pzWflt'

Hence the faces 'mr a"Ld' zr biiect the angles included by fu and pz'.

Taking into acount Goldschmidt's gnomonic theorem one finds for the

/ h - k  k + h  . \
ind icesof  aarand nr l j '  l ! '  1 )o r (z  -k 'k+h '21)  and(h+k 'k -h '0 ) '

r 2 1  2 l  /
Taking the side of the "primitive square" as unit of length' the dis-

trrrce 
"of 

a pole (hkt) toihe center C in a tetragonal gnomogram is

{W-\ (+1. Hence the potes (h&t) and' (hzkzl) are on the cir-

cumference of a circle whose center is in C, il hllk'2:h"l-k"' There-

fore Viola's thesis holds true in the tetragonal system for any.two faces

(hftl) and' (hrkrt) satisfying the so-calLd "quadratic form" h'2lkrz

:fu:2lkz'i.c.,notonly for alnytwo faces of a crystal form but also for

the faces (671) and (zgt),tot instance' To take into account faces whose

Frc. 4
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third index has the negative sign it is a good plan to replace a face (pql)

by the parallel Iace (PqI), which has its pole in the gnomogram.
In a hexagonal gnomogram the distance of a pole (hkl) to the center

393

/ / h \ 2  / k \ 2  h  k
c is z( (;/ * (;/ *; -. Hence the poles (hkrt) and(hzkzt) are

on the circumference of a circle whose center is in C, iI ht2lkllhrkt
:hzztkzz*hzfrz. Therefore Viola's thesis holds true in the hexagonal

Frc. 5

system for any two faces (h&J) and (hzkzl,) satislying the quadratic form
hr2+krz+hLh:hz2lkz2*h2k2,' i,.e., not only for any two faces of a crystal
form, but also for the faces (652) and (912), for instance.

The orthorhombic system ofiers no difficulties, nor does the monoclinic
system, provided the plane of projection in the latter case is chosen nor-
mal to the crystallographic D-axis. In both systems Viola's thesis holds
true for any two faces of a crystal form.

Trigonal crystals that are described in Miller's system must be treated
separately because, in their gnomograms, the plane of projection is not
normal to any crystallographic axis. Consequently with these crystals
the indices are read ofi in quite a different manner, namely by drawing
through the pole I the perpendicular distances l, m, n to the sides of the

"base-triangle" (Fig. 5) and seeking three numbers in the ratios lzm:n,
whose sum is 3.
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'The distance of a pole p to the center of the gnomon circle is

(l '  I m' * n2) - (lm * ln I mn).

Therefore the indices (ptqtrt) and (pzqzrz) of two poles that are at the
same distance from the center of the gnomon circle satisfy the condition:

Pf lqrzlr:,2 - (Ptqtl prrr* qt): pzz+ q22+rz2- (prqz* prrzl qzrz).

Besides any two faces of the same crystal form, there are many pairs of
faces belonging to difierent forms that satisfy this condition;for instance,
(300) and (22T) or (511,1 and (333). More examples can easily be found
with the help of Int. Tab. Det. Cryst. Struct., Vol. II, Chap. IX, p.4. In
all those cases Viola's thesis holds lrte, i.e. the "derived" faces bisect the
angles included by the "given" faces. The sum of the indices of the face
found by adding the indices of the given faces will be 6. Before inserting
this symbol in the gnomogram, the indices rnay therefore be divided by
2, in order to maintain the rule that the sum of the indices of a face be
always 3. The sum of the indices of the face found by subtracting the in-
dices of the given pair of faces is zero. This indicates that the face is
parallel to the zone [111] and that its pole is infinitely iar away. Exam-
ples are:  (ST1) and (333)-- (41D and (2421,  or  (300)  and (22T)- , (2+, l ,+)
and  (121 ) .
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